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FOREWORD

Both the Association of California School Administrators and
the ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management are pleased
to cooperate in producing the School Management Digest, a series
of reports designed to offer educational leaders essential informa-
tion OP a wide range of critical concerns in education.

At a time when decisions in education must be made on the
basis of increasingly complex information, the Digest provides
school administrators with concise, readable analyses of the most
important trends in schools today, as well as points up the prac-
tical implications of major research findings.

By speciai cooperative arrangement, the series draws on the
extensive research facilities and expertise of the ERIC Clearing-
house on Educational Management. The titles in the series were
planned and developed cooperatively by both organizations.
Utilizing the resources of the ERIC network, the Clearinghout is
responsible for researching the topics and preparing the copy tor
publication by ACSA.

The author of this report, Sydney Thompson, was commis-
sioned by the Clearinghouse as a reseerch analyst and writer.

Ron Stewart Philip K. Pie le
Preidt ut Director
ACSA ERIC/GiM



INTRODUCTION:
MOTIVATION OR MANIPULATION?

What motivates teachers? How can schools enhance teacher
motivation? These questions seem simple enough, but they are not
easily resolved. Once we question the common wisdom and
inquire further, we find problems and uncertainties. Educators
have little to say about teacher motivation, and much of what they
do say is misguided. Their writings seldom show much critical
awareness. Most often they give untested common-sense guidelines
for enhancing motivation or repeat without question the
conclusions of a few major theorists.

We are forced to look elsewhere for help. The lite:ature of
management and organizational psychology can provide a more
substantial base for a discussion of teacher motivation. Here work
motivation is a major issue pursued with rigor and controversy.
But this literature presents a problem of its own. Since it addresses
industrial and business concerns, its conclusions may not always
fit the needs of schools and teachers. A thoughtless mating can
breed monsters, so we must be cautious in applying management
literature to education.

To discuss work motivation is to raise some serious questions
of value. All organizational research, as Argyris writes, is value-
laden. Studies that seek only to describe and predict work
behavior under existinzt conditions may seem value free, but they
actually make value judgments simply by accepting the present
social universe as a given. Nord tells us that even the most
progressive management theory is weakened by its failure to
question the social and cultural milieu that shapes organizations.
Research that looks at the present situation uncritically can easily
confuse what is and what can and ought to be.

All discussions of work motivation raise the issue of how we
treat our fellows. but few directly confront it. Whether dressed in
technical language or common talk, many proposed strategies for
motivation seem Machiavellian schemes for using people to one's
own gain. Most emphasize the manipulation of workers through
external rewards and punishments to raise productivity. The usual
phrasing ot the question -How can we increase workers'
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motivation?'" -invites this, for it silently ignores ends and reduces
the issue to one ot means, In our technological society, as Bowers
charges, questions of human value are sidestepped or deformed
into questions of practical value. i.ew discussions about motivation
seem to consider the fact that workers are fellow humans and
partners in a common enterprise.

For Herzberg (1968), the use of direct reward and punishment
tor motivation, demanded by common management thought,
amounts to seduction and rape. Thurman similarly finds common
suggestions for increasing lob satisfaction to be manipulative and
paternalistic ploys. He points critically :o the frequently given
advice that managers can improve satisfaction and productivity by
merely changing their surface style. Such advice usually
encourages managers to be both more open to communication and
participation and more efficiency-minded at the same time. But
this view, he warns, rests on the risky assumption that workers are
more concerned with managerial style than with the substance of
their work and its benefits.

But a concern with motivation need not lead to manipulation.
A major school of management thought counters manipulative
views ot motivation with one that is humane and vital. The
-human resources- school, as Sergiovanni (1977) describes it,
contronts the value issues of motivation and argues that worker
fulfillment and productivity are to be reached together through an
integration of the needs of workers and organizations.
Organizational health. human resources theorists stress, requires
work that challenges and fulfills, work that stimulates intrinsic
motivation the desire to complete work for its own value, not fot
external rewards. An organizational environment that encourages
ultillrnent and growth. they conclude, can draw forth workers'

maximum ettort and potential.
Our major task. then, will be to work out strategies for

enhancing teacher motivation that serve the needs of teachers and
avoid manipulation. For gui&-.nce, we will rely heavily on human
resources literature and also make some use of educational
literature and interviews with working educators from two
Fugene. Oregon. school systems. Our goal is the improvement of
practice, hut we must first ground action in theory. We will first
review human resources literature to sketch out a theory of work
motivallon and counter comrnon destructive views, next examine
the woi, and problems ot teachers, and conclude with a tentative
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review of motivational strategies.
Throughout the discussion, we will emphasize intrinsic

motivation, inseparable from the service task of teaching, whose
principal aim and reward are helping others grow. We will also
reach out to uneerstand a wide range of motivational influences.
Motivation is not a matter of a few clear-cut strategies: it depends
on the whole of teachers' work and their schools. As one
elementary school principal, Herman Schwartzrock, advised when
interviewed, motivating teachers means both removing blocks to
effective teaching and actively supporting their efforts: in essence,
it is a task of enabling teachers to teach at their best.

9 3



THEORIES OF WORK MOTIVATION

Psychologists offer a variety of contradictory explanations of
motivation and behavior in general and work motivation in
particular. Their views can be radically opposed: behaviorists, at
one extreme, ignore the spirit of human beings and look to external
events as determinants of behavior; Jungian psychologists, at the
other extreme, emphasize human spiritual, but largely unconscious,
-.,-;.-realization and tend to ignore external events. Both views, we
might add, stand opposed to the common-sense view of motiva-
tion: it is generally assumed that people make conscious rational
choices to maximize pleasure and minimize pain.

In the midst of such diversity of thought, any discussion of
motivation must touch on many unresolved theoretical issues. This
discussion, necessarily briet, will have to pass over many of these
issues, as it simrlifies and accepts as generally true what is still open
to debate. We will establish a general approach to work motiva-
tion through reviews of the work of McGregor, Maslow, and
Herzberg --the three theorists who havt exerted the greatest
influence on educational literature and the work of Deci,
important for his research on intrinsic motivation.

McGregor's Two Motivational Relationships
and Two Views of Human Nature

The work of McGregor. a major human resources theorist, sets
out the basic problems of work motivation and provides us with a
suitable beginning. Work motivation, he explains, depends on the
interaction ot both outside and inside, both environmental and
individual characteristics. Motivating people thus means creating
relationships between these two realms that encourage productive
effort. We typically talk of the important environmental factors
that influence effort in terms of rewards and punishments. We
similarly speak of the important individual factors as basic human
needs. though we must also consider individual capabilities, goals,
ewe( tations. and attitudes

Manayers. Mc t.;regor ontinues. an follow two basic
approac hes to motivation that c reate different relationships

U
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between rewards and punishments and human needs. One
approach uses extrinsic or external rewards and punishments.
These belong to the environment of work rather than to the work
itself and include money, fringe benefits, praise. recognition,
promotion, criticism, social acceptance, and social rejection. A
second approach uses intrinsic rewards. These derive from the
work itself and include helping others and achievements of
knowledge, skill, autonomy, and self-respect. Extrinsic rewards
serve basic needs for physical survival, security, and social
interaction and some higher-level needs tor ego satisfaction and
growth. Intrinsic rewards alone can satisfy many of a person's ego
needs.

McGregor complains that management has relied heavily on
extrinsic rewards and punishment to motivate and control
workers, but has paid much less attention to intrinsic rewards,
despite their important impact on work satisfaction and
productivity. lie finds two reasons for this failure to use intrinsic
rewards. First, management cannot manipulate intrinsic rewards
as easily as it can extrinsic rewards; it can only create conditions
that make their attainment more likely. Second, and most
important. management ha-; traditionally acted on a view of
human nature that undermines the value of intrinsic rewards.

The traditional view. which McGregor terms Theory X,
assumes at once a mechanistic and negative image of human
nature. According to this view, people are naturally inert and
without initiative or desire to assume responsibility. What
motivation they do have is «intrary to the demands of organized
work and is expended in play or in destructive activities. This
limited view argues that organizations must exercise external
i. ontrols to coerce their unwilling workers to produce.

McGregor otiers an alternative view ot human nature. which
he. finds supported by recent developments in behavioral scieno
Aft ordmg to this view whic h he terms Theory Y. people ale
neither inert nor mechanical beings: they are instead dynamic and
organic beings. naturally self -activated. Their motives need not be
antithetical to work. they can be rekased in productive work as
c ell as in play or destrw hon. Given the opportunity. peopk will
pursue at work goals associated with higher-level needs tor
autonomy. ',ell respec t responsibilib, . achievement, and the use
and development ot ti if talents

he ret owution Nu( h prodiu live potential demands I rom
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management an emphasis not on coercive contrds, but on the
restructuring of work so that workers csm realize their needs on the
iob. The key principle becomes that of integratit.g worker and
organizational goals. Management must create work conditions,
McGregor states, such that "members of the organization at all
levels can best achieve their own goals by directing their efforts
toward the goals ot the organization."

If we accept McGregor's Theory Y, we may wonder how
management could be so wrong in its view of human nature. But
we must understand that both Theory X and Theory Y
management are self -tulfilling: management strategies fashion
people to tit their preconceived images. Managers who assume
workers must be coerced and who consequently create a
controlling and restrictive work environment subvert rather than
release workers higher needs and encourage them to act ou!
Theory X assumptions.

In a review ot organizational research. Arvris provides a
helpful illustration of the selt -fulfilling nature of Theory X. The
research, he states, shows that tormally structured, controlling
organiz.ations. characterized by such qualities as formalization of
rules, speciahzation ot tasks, and authoritarian leadership, tend to
limit workers to an intant level of expression, increasing their
dependence and submissiveness and decreasing their autonomy
and use ot talents. Workers in such organizations, to the extent
they seek to express themselves as adults by' exercising their
autonomy and using their talents, "may adapt by reactions ranging
from akenteeism to withdrawal and noninvolvement, apression,
an increased emphasis on instrumental rewards, and a decreasing
emphasis on intrinsic rewards

Maslow's Theory of Motivation

Mt Gregor oi human nature and motivatim rel;es
heavily on the work of Maslow, and a discussion ot human
resources theory demand, a look at Maslow"s seminal work.
MasItHA. a maim figure in the developnwnt of humani,tic
psydiology. attirms people s higher natures and emphasizes their
positive strivings. His theory ot needs provides, in his own terms,
a necessary addition to the classical psychologies ot behaviorism
and 1,, hoarlalvs;,. which tend to limit humans to their lower
needs
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Maslow paints a dynamic image of human beings, in which
they are riever fully satisfied, but always seeking to gratify new
wants as part ;A their instinctual thrust to self-fulfillment. Their
behavior is generally determined by a few basic needs, which
arrange themselves into a hierarchy of prepotency or pdority.
Lower, more prepotent, needs take precedence and mtist receive
satisfaction before other and higher needs come into play. Until a
basic need is gratikied. it dominates and organizes the personality,
providing a goal that directs behavior. Once it receives satis-
fat tim, it loses its importance and hold on the personality, and
higher needs emerge to organize the personality. This general
pmgression from lower to higher needs can be broken it a once-
satisfied need meets deprivation, at which point it will again come
into promineme and dominate the personality.

Maslow's hierarchy comprises five basic need categories.
Physiological needs. the most prenotent, include needs of hunger,
thirst, and sex. as well as such others as needs for activity and
stimulation. Safety needs. next in potency, include needs for
security, stability, protection, structure, and order. Belongingness
and love needs come next and include needs for affectionate and
intimate relationships with people in general and individuals.
Esteem needs, next highest in the hierarchy, fall into two
subcategories. First ot these are the selt-esteem needs, which
int lod desires tor at hievenwnt, tor mastery and competence, and
tor independnc e and treedom. Second are the needs for the esteem
of others. whit h in IL le desires tor prestige, reputation, and
dominant . the selt aitualization need. the last ot the basic needs,
is the itesire to tultill all of one's individual potentialities, "to
bet time everything that one is capable of becoming." It alone of
the hasai need% can never tie fully satisfied.

Fhis Fuer art hy. Nlaslow emphasizes, does not constitute a
trxed order Only a relative satisfaction ot a lower need is

net essar v tot the enwrgent ot a higher need, and as we move up
lw hieratt hv less satistat tion of lower needs is required tor the
nvation ot higher need% Most normal members ot our society,

.1,1,1, ate tioth partially atkhed and partially unsatisfied
p iI I t he'll onie their higher needs being the kast

satisfied
MasloiA, is luss on, erned. we should also note, with conscious

motryatit,n anti t,chavlot th.m with the fundamental needs that
underlie both k 1.1 sq !OWN de%ites and motivated behavior should

1
1 t.:t
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be considered only the symptoms or surface indicators of the basic
needs. A single wish or act can serve several needs .at once or
different needs under different circumstances, and consequently we
must be cautious in interpreting behavior.

Maslow's theory enjoys widespread acceptance; educators, as
well as management theorists commonly use it as a basic source.
But aithough it appears intuitively true and offers a useful general
account of motivation, available research fails to confirm it. In a
recent review of the research, Wahba and Bridwell examined
empirical studies that tested his theory in work situations and
found little clear or consistent support for it. The two conclude
that the research supports neither Maslow's classification of needs,
his proposition that the deprivation a need causes it to become
domir int, nor his proposition that the gratification of a need
eliminates it and activates the next .higher need.

The two acknowledge, however, that the research does not
invalidate the theory. Based largely on clinical work, the theory
defies empirical testing. And further, the available research clearly
suffers trom conceptual, methodological, and measurement
problems.

Ma..low's theory has generated several reformulations among
organizational theorists, the most notable of which, according to
Wahba and Bridwell, is Alderfer's ERG theory. Alderfer (1969)
collapses Maslow's hierarchy into the three need categories of
existence needs (physiological needs and safety needs involving
physical and material desires), relatedness needs (safety needs
dependent on interpersonal relationships, belongingness and love
needs, and needs for the esteem of others), and growth needs (self-
usteem and selt-actualiz.ation needs).

Wahba and Bridwell themselves offer a reformulation of
M.islow's theory in response to the research evidence. They
po.. ! ite a dual level hierarchy of maintenance needs (physiologi-
cal an.: safety needs) and growth needs (the remainder of Maslow's
m.ed t ategories). Maslow himself, they note, speaks of a dual
categori/ation ot needs into deticienc y and growth needs.

Herzberg's Motivation-Hygiene Theory

rhe work ot McGregor and Maslow finds support in the
controversial Motivation-Hygiene theory of Herzberg, another
Lentral figure in the literature of work motivation. Herzberg (1964,

8
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1968) advocates a two-factor theory of job attitudes by which job
ratisfaction and dissatisfaction are not opposite ends of the same
continuum, but separate and distinct and dependent on different
sets of work conditions and worker needs. His theory is supported
by numerous studies of a variety of work organizations. .

According to Herzberg's theory, those work characteriMics that
bring job dissatisfaction, but contribute little to satisfaction, are
the hygiene factors or dissatisfiers. These factors are extrinsic to
the work content and concern the worker's relationship to the
context of his or her job. They include matters of company policy
and administration, supervision, interpersonal relationships,
working conditions, salary, status, and security. These factors
affect people's pain-avoidance needs, their natural drive to avoid
pain from their environment.

Those factors that produce job satisfaction and
motivationthe motivators or satisfiersare tied to the work
content. They include achievement, recognition for achievement,
iitirinsic interest in the work itself, and growth or advancement.
These factors serve people's needs for achievement and growth.

Herzberg's categories of work factors and needs, we should
note. differ somewhat from those of McGregor. His div:sion of
work tartors does not follow McGregor's separatinn o' extrincic
and intrinsic rewards, for he includes two extrinsic rewards,
recognition and advancement, among his motivators. Neither does
his division ot needs neatly match McGregor's Maslowian nred
hierarchy.

But the differences between the two are not serious.
Recognition and advancement, as McGregor points out, serve
higher-level ego tids, unlike the other extrinsic rewards. Both
theorists pursue the same basic ai.gument th,:t we must consider
two qualitatively different work and worker relationships, one
dependent on lower-level needs, the other dependent on higher-
level needs. The apparent disagreement stems from their use of
different bases tor classification. McGregor separates his two
relationships according to the nature of the work characteristics:
I ferzberg ac«)rding to the ends these characteristics serve.

As I lerrherg continues. much in accord with McGregor.
management has shortsightedly summed up human needs in solely
hygienic terms flygienic fat tors demand attention. of murse, tor
poor envitonmental condition,' will cause ittb thssatistat tion. But
management s. attempts at increasing ;oh ,atistat tion and produc-
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tivity through improvements in hygiene alone cannot succeed.
Such attempts, Herzberg adds, foster a repeating cycle of

hygienic improvements followed by worker demands for more.
People : avoidahce needs are multitudinous and never satisfied for
long, an.i improved hygiene can only temporarily allay them.
Workers will follow up hygienic improvements with new demands
fur increas. d salary, better working conditions, and the like.

The motivators, on the other hand, can provide genuine
happiness and fulfillment at work because they meet positive
rather than negative needs. They also function as motivators
because the satisfaction they bring is achieved through the
performance of the work itself. Workers in motivator-rich jobs can
gain more satisfaction simply by working harder. While hygienic
factors may serve to prevent dissatisfaction, the motivators "are
necessary for improvement in performance beyond that pseudo-
improvement which in substance amounts to coming up to a 'fair
day's work'."

Management's failure to consider the intrinsic qualities of
work, other than through the "pious espousal of cultural noises,"
Herzberg charges, has made ."the history of work careers . . . a
history of human waste." His solution, nos widely seconded by
organizational theorists, is job enrichment, or the expansion of
work to provide the motivators of achievement, intrinsic interest,
responsibility, recognition, and advancement. What is needed, he
emphasizes, is not further rationalization of work to increase
efficiency, hut an enlargement of jobs so that workers can more
fully use and develop their abilities.

Many educators accept Herzberg's work without question, but
organizazional theorists have responded with some skepticism.
Many theorists question his two-factor concept of satisfaction in
favor of the traditional view that satisfaction is unidimensional.
Hackman and Oldham. tor instance, argue that Hetzberg's
separation of job characteristics into motivators and hygienes may
he largely the result of his recearch method and conclude that -the
rresent «mceptual status ot the theory must he considered highly
uncertain.

Thr, ( riti< km however. need not set aside Herzherg's basic
points about job Lontext and job content. A brief look at an article
by Thurman can help us. by way ot illustration, in our evaluation
ot I fer/herg.,, theory . Using wYeral survey,, of worker attitudes,
Thurman on( ludt-, that the maior sourtes of worker
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dissatisfaction are lack of promotional prospects and restrictive job
content that limits opportunities for personal development and
provides little challenge. Other work characteristics, such as
working conditions and pay, are of less importance to workers.

Thurman's conclusions at once contradict and support
Herzberg. They contradict his two-factor concept by finding his
motivators to be causes of dissatisfaction. But they also support
him by finding his job content characteristics to be of greater
concern to workers than job context matters. Thurman's
discussion encourages us to accept Herzberg's bask contention:
adequate hygiene serves as a precondition for satisfaction, but job
content factors are the crucial determinants of worker satisfaction
and effort.

The Incompatibility of Extrinsic
and Intrinsic Rewards

The contributions of McGregor and Herzberg establish for us
the primacy of work content and the dangers of management's
traditional emphasis on job cotitext and extrinsic controls. Recent
research by Deci on intrinsic motivation shows that extrinsic
rewards and punishments can be dangerous even when work
provides intrinsic rewards.

Deci's work is particula-ly helpful as a response to the common
assumption that extrinsic and intrinsic rewards are compatible and
additive in their motivational effects. According to this view,
management can best motivate workers by making as many
rewards as possibleboth extrinsic and intrinsic contingcnt on
effort.

Deci (1076) finds that extrinsic and intrinsic rewards are not
always compatible. Extrinsic rewards can actually reduce intrinsic
motivation, which he associates with basic needs to feel competent
and self-determining. Extrinsic rev..irds, particularly such tangible
rewards as contingent payments and the avoidance of punishment.
subvert a person's sense of self-determination and intrinsic
motivation as they make behavior dependent on external cau es.
The rewards shift the origin of motivation from within the person
onto themselves: they. and not the person's own interest, become
the reason for the behavior.

Suzb a shift of motivation changes the nature ot a worker's
participation at work: he or she finds the rewards more important

17 11



than the work itself and seeks ways to get them for the least effint.
Much like McGregor. Deci argues that external rewards and
controls create Theory X workers.

Not all extrinsic rewards, Deci adds, are dangerous. Praise and
interpersonal support can enhance intrinsic motivation as they
communicate that workers are competent and self-determining.
The dangerous rewards are those that serve mainly to control
behavior.

Dees work, based on laboratory experiments rather than
studies of actual work situations, is controversial, but it :s gaining
acceptance among organizational theorists, as Korman and others
indicate. Among those supporting Deci is Meyer, whose criticism
of merit pay programs complements Deci's work from the
perspective of industrial experience and research.

Meyer accepts Deci's argument that contingent payments
t educe intrinsic motivation and points out additional drawbacks to
merit programs'. Such programs, he states, are demeaning in that
they emphasize workers' depeAdence on their supervisors. They
also create competition among workers, which generates mutual
hostility, distorts perceptions of self and others, and lessens
interaction and communication. Most important, they threaten the
self-esteem of the great majority of workers. Almost all workers
believe themselves to be aboveraverage performers; thus their
expectations for substantial pay, increases are bound to be
frustrated by even well-administered merit programs. Workers will
commonly react to the threat posed to their self -esteem by exerting
pressure for lowered standards of performance, downgrading the
value of the work, or disparaging their supervisors' capabilities.

Responding to the dangers of extrinsic rewards, Deci (1975)
advises management to distinguish between the uses of rewards in
keeping workers on the job and in motivating them. Clearly,
adequate extt insic rewards are necessary to attract workers and
satisfy their basic needs. But management must avoid using
contingent rewards to motivate and control womers and must
instead rely on intrinsic rewards and growth needs to provide for
positive satisfaction and motivation.

Deci sums up the directives of the human resources school into
two major strategies for enhancing workers' intrinsic motivation.
One is job enrichment, which is forcibly promoted by Herzberg.
The other is participative management, by which workers
participate in making decisions that affect them and thus exercise

12
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greater control over their work. The two together provide
stimulating and satisf:..1g work as they unify worker and
organization.

Like McGregor and Herzberg, Deci argues that management
should structure work so that it releases rather than vitiates
workers' positive motivation "to deal effectivOy and creatively
with their environment." It should, in effect, structure work "so
that people Oil motivate themselves."

1 9
13



THE WORK SITUATION OF TEACHERS

The human resources school provides us with a general view of
work motivation. We now need to look at the peculiar work
situation of public school teachers to see how we can apply this
general view to it. A study by Sergiovanni offers a convenient
starting point, since it applies the framework of Herzberg's
Motivation-Hygiene theory to education.

Using an interview method developed by Herzberg,
Sergiovanni (1967) studied the causes of work satisfaction and
dissatisfaction among seventy-one elementary and secondary
teachers from a variety of Monroe County, New York, districts.
His results generally supported Herzberg's theory, though they
included some surprises.

Achievement, recognition, and responsibility, he found,
contributed the Most to teachers' satisfaction and motivation.
Teachers experienced achievement, their most powerful satisfier,
as a feeling of having reached and affected students. This
experience notably lacked concrete evidence of actual sucuss.
Teachers experienced recognition, their second most important
satisfier, through a variety of forms, including letters, verbal
statements, gifts, incentives, and committee appointments, from
principals, supervisors, parents, students, and peers. Responsibil-
ity figured to be less powerful a satisfier than Sergiovanni
expected. He speculated that the potentially great responsibility of
teachers for their classroom work is circumscribed by the
regulations and prescriptions of state, district, and school.

Two of Herzberg's rnotivatorsadvancement and intrinsic
interest in the work itselfwere conspicuously absent from
Sergiovanni's list of satisfiers. The absence of advancement, he
noted, is easily explained by teaching's lack of advancement
opportunities. The teachers* response to the work itself was more
surprising. Contrary to Herzberg's theory, teachers found the
work itself to be a cause of both satisfaction and dissatisfaction.
Sergiovanni explained that the work of a teacher, "potentially able
to provide unlimited opportunity for creative and varied work,"
demands a great deal of maintenance and clerical activity and can
consequently serve as a source of dissatisfaction.

Most important among the dissatisfiers, Sergiovanni found,
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were problems in relations with students, relations with peers,
supervision, and school policy and administration. Of these, poor
relations with students exerted the greatest impact. Sergiovanni
argued that happy relations with students, though central to
teachers experience of achievement and recognition, are not
enough in themselves to create job satisfaction; poor relations, on
the other hand, can cause considerable pain.

Lortie's sociological studies of teachers and the teaching
profession (1969, 1975) allow us to confirm and develop
Sergiovanni's conclusions. Based on the available literature and his
own research, Lortie argues that the primary work rewards and
motivators of teachers are intrinsic rewards tied to the act of
teaching itself.

In contrast with the established professions, Lortie points out,
teaching remains relatively "careerless" and barren of major
extrinsic incentives, such as increases in money, prestige, and
power. A salary schedule based on seniority and education, rather
than performance, and a flat, unstaged career line preclude much
meaningful variation in salary, prestige, or power. Teachers can
do little, in either the short or long run, to increase the amount of
extrinsic rewards they receive. The main opportunity for gains in
extrinsic rewards lies in leaving teaching for administration.

The work rewards of most importance to teachers, Lortie
continues, are intrinsic or psychic rewards, which "consist entirely
of subjective valuations made in the course of work engagement."
Of these subjective rewards, the dominant one is, as Sergiovanni
found, a sense of having influenced students.

Lortie's own study of close to 6,000 Dade County, Florida,
teachers indicates the importance these rewards hold for teachers'
work satisfaction. Over three-quarters of the teachers, Lortie
found, considered psychic rewards to be their major source of
work satisfaction. Asked to choose among the psychic rewards, 86
percent of the teachers chose "knowing that I have 'reached'
students and they have learned" as their primary psychic reward.
The second most important psychic reward, chosen by 8 percent of
the teachers, was the -chance to associate with the children or
young people.-

Unlike their extrinsic rewards, teachers' psychic rewards
fluctuate according to eftort and thus serve to direct teachers' work
motivation. The pursuit and maximization of psychic rewards
press teachers further into teaching, the source ot these rewards.
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We find that tht service ethic of teachers and the structure of
teaching rewards converge in the process of teaching.

This patterning of work and career rewards, Lortie explains,
helps determine the dynamics of the school organization, as it
shapes teachers relationships with administrators and peers. What
is crucial is that the rewards that count for teachers come from
interaction with students in the classroom. Administrative and
collegial constraints on teachers are limited. Teachers are thus
most sensitive to students and remain "relatively independent of
benefits controlled by administrators and peers." In their dealings
with administration, teachers can assume a certain autonomy and
"move away from subordination towards exchange," asserting
their own claims on administration. Teachers grant administrators
control over organizational matters, but assert their right to
control instructional affairs.

Teachers' desire to maintain control over their classrooms is the
natural desire of workers to control their work. This desire,
however, takes on special import because of the nature of teachers'
rs.wards. These rewards are subjective and self-defined and by
their very nature must be determined by those who earn them.
Teachers can best achieve them if they can monitor their own work
and. "select goals and means of assessment which are congruent
with their personal priorities.'

This press for autonomy assumes something of the form of an
individualism and isolation of teachers. 'Social and psychological
boundaries," Lortie argues, "'arise to augment the physical
sepatation ot teachers and classrootw." Teachers' norms allow
them to turn to administrators or peers for support or advice, but
they ward off any unsolicited interference. In their pursuit of
individually defined rewards. teachers immerse themselves in their
classrooms and remain relatively indifferent to extraclassroom
affairs.

Teachers' psychic fewards, we must keep in mind, are fragile
and achieved with great difficulty. As Lortie states, teaching is
inherently problematic and plagued by endemic uncertainties that
(an ( reate 'dill use anxiety and painful self-doubt.- The goals of
teaching are intangible and complex and never fully achieved; the
assessnwnt of learning necessarily remains difficult. Lacking clear
evidence ot student learning, many teachers are uncertain how
SU( esslul they are. and -a high proportion experience recurrent
doubts about the' value of their work.- Teachers engage their
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personality, their very being, in a setting that acts to minimize
their impact on students. They must teach an involuntary audience
of immature students, balance the conflicting aims of befriericling
and controlling students, and work with groups rather than
individuals. The problems are complicated by the isolation of
teachers. Teachers must face their doubts alone, with little
assistance or reassurance from their colleagues. "Teachers treasure
the joys of accomplishment," Lortie concludes, "the more for their

4 scarcity."
Teaching thus appears difficult and frustrating. It offers little

return in extrinsic rewards and its intrinsic rewards are far from
automatic. Lortie's analysis seems to vivify the commonplace that
teaching is a "thankless task." As one teacher commented when
interviewed, "It's very hard to be a teacher. You receive no money
or respect. You must like kids." Teachers must draw from a deep
desire to give and not ask much in return.

To appreciate fully the work problems of teaching, we must
also look at some nationwide cultural trends that impinge on the
schools and threaten teacher morale. One disrupting condition
affecting teachers, Adams points out, is the present open conflict
of values in American society. Teachers musrcarry on a value-
charged task in the midst of conflicting and changing values, and
many can unhappily find themselves in conflict with their
community, students, administrators, or peers. This conflict can
exact a payment of pervasive tension and alienation.

The problem of conflicting values, we must add, not only
alienates individuals from their environment, but also challenges
the institutions of education, which face the press of a divided and
angry public. It seems that all the conflicts and contradictions of
American society are being played out in education and that the
schools have taken on the form of societal battlegrounds. As
educational leadership falls into a confused and reactive stance,
Leland Hall. president-elect of the Oregon Education Association,
commented when intterviewed, education seems left at the mercy of
extremists.

The public demands of accountability, Adams continues, also
create anxiety and frustration among teachers. The problem is not
accountability itself, he writes, but the common form of account-
ability. which counters "prevailing professional practice and
methods of teacher evaluation.- This common form of account-
ability. essentially an attempt to impose a business-industrial
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model of production on education, assumes that particular teacher
actions "directly cause particular outcomes in student per-
formance." It thus, emphasizes measurable learning outcomes.
Traditional practice, which acknowledges the uncertainty of the
learning process, has "focused more on teacher and learner ac-
tivities than on the learning outcomes of activities."

The demands of accountability not only question teachers'
efforts and challenge their conceptions of teaching, but also
interfere with their work. The extra documentation is frustrating in
itself because it requires teachers to objectify or mechanize a
fundamentally organic process. It also takes valuable time away
ftom preparation and the business of teaching.

Accountability may also, Hills argues, create the opposite of
what it intends and damage "the capacity of the school to fulfill its
societal functions" by subverting teachers' participation in their
work. Common approaches to accountability, einphasizing
external controls and close supervision, will undermine the
promising trend toward greater professionalization of teaching. As
they diminish teacher autonomy and reduce teachers to the level of
employees, they will promote "a trade union orientation among
teachers" and subvert teachers' professional commitment and
service motivation.

A further source of frustration for teachers, Adams writes, lies
in the impossibility, given the conditions of mass education, of
achieving "the ideal of the good shepherd ethic," the ideal of
providing the best education for all 'students. This ethic,
"promoted as student-centered teaching and individualized
instruction," demands that teachers take responsibility for the
individual development of each student. Such responsibility "asks
for an almost endless investment of time and energy" and places
the burden of failure on the teachers rather than the students. But
in the present educational setting, teachers "cannot possibly do
enough to meet the needs of every child," and their 'ailure to meet
the ideal can create "a constant sense of inadequac j."

Two additional condiUons trouble schools and teachers. One
phenomenon, declining enrollment conjoined with rising costs and
declining revenues, is creating economic crises and forcing
cutback,. in programs and riduction of staff.. As Bert Simmons,
principal ot North Eugene High School, Eugene, Oregon, told the
writer, the experience ot declining enrollment can be like that of
terminal cancer. To say the least, the dismissal of teachers disrupts
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the supposedly secure environment of teaching and unnerves all
teachers. It also poses the danger of teacher stagnation. It leaves a
school without young teachers (the first to go) or the possibility of
hiring new ones and thus stops the influx of new idea.i.

Another phenomenon upsetting the working climate of schools
is collective bargaining. What its long-term impact will be is not
certain, but for the present it has politicized educational relations
and intensified the differences between administrators and
teachers. In some districts, collective bargaining disputes have
polarized administrators and teachers into two warring camps and
soured the morale of both. Mutual hostility and distrust have
replaced collaborative efforts at solving problems, and individual
and organizeional goals have been split apart.

Conflicting values, accountability, an impossible ideal,
declining enrollment, and collective bargaining all disrupt the
educational climate and make teaching even more difficult tuday.
In the face of such problems, many teachers, especially secoridary
teachers, Adams writes, are "weary arid frustrated, some to the
point of anger.-
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STRATEGIES FOR ENHANCING
THE MOTIVATION OF TEACHERS

Having examined the work environment of teachers, we now
turn to what administrators can do to enhance the motivation of
teachers. We will group numerous specific suggestions made in the
literature and by practitioners into general guidelines, some
adapted from a list of motivational strategies developed by
Oldham. We will consider strategies that administrators can apply
on a one-to-one basis as well as broad-reaching schemes that
require organizational changes.

Some of these strategies can directly influence motivation,
otheri only indirectly soIrohe end, we must recognize that most
aspects of school life shape teacher morale and motivation.
Interviews with teachers and principals about the problems of
motivation always broadened out into discussions of teaching,
management, and education in general.

The following classification of strategies is somewhat arbitrary.
It does not discuss all possible strategies, and it is forced to
separate into distinct categories many aspects of administration
that overlap. Some of the discussion also remains rather tentative
because of the lack of confirming educational research. Moreover,
this chapter reviews the various strategies as if they were
uniformly applicable to all teachers, but as Sergiovanni and Elliott
emphasize, administrators must always consider each teacher as an
individual with individual needs.

lames Huge (cited in "Motivating Teachers: Listen for a
Change") argues that teachers' motivation is generated primarily
on a one-to-one basis in encounters with administrators. The
research on teachers' rewards questions this judgment, but there is
no doubt that principals can do much to<enhance their teachers'
motivation on an individual basis. Huge offers several basic
suggestions tor principals that we can e;.plore in greater depth.
Principals can be most effective as motivators. he points out, if
they set high expectations for accomplishment and reinforce
teachers efforts. They .should also be good listeners, showing
genuine concern, and share their own work goals with teachers,
letting teachers know what is perconally important and creating a
sense of common endeavor.
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Praising and Encouraging

We will begin with praise ;nd encouragement, two
complementary means for enhancing morale and motivation that
are open to administrators. The importance of the two should be
obvious, yet they warrant some discussion. Most of the teachers
and principals interviewed felt a need to emphasize them as
essential, and some teachers complained bitterly of poor school
climates in which administrators showed only indifference or
hostility toward teachers. In a profession marked by doubts and
frustrations, teachers need and value praise, encouragement, and
understanding, and such support dearly nurtures and reinforces
their efforts.

If administrators are to encourage teachers, they must not only
open themselves to their teachers but also know them and their
work. A simple means of acknowledging and praising teachers'
efforts is the classroom visit. Braught offers guidelines for
classroom visits that apply to praising in general. Principals who
visit classes, he writes, should closely observe the classroom
activities and. at the end of each visit, praise in specific terms
achievements they have observed. The commonplaces of general
praise will convey little information and have little impact. If prin-
cipals notice any problems. Braught adds, they should avoid
criticism and save the problems for future consideration and
discussion

Braught s treatment ot praise, typical of many, raises two
issues that need claritic ation First is the problem of criticism. The
ommon assumption that criticism and threats increase motivation

appear, mistaken Oldham included -personally punishing- along
v. oh personally rewarding in his original list of motivational

at rgie-, hut he tound that punishment proved
unteipiodut tivr in practice when he tested his strategies in an

at t t.!i I hlIsInt"Os setting Det. t similarly finds that punishments
rease mtrinsit inotivat ion Administrators still need to confront

,it ourst. and we will shortly discuss a nonpunitive
ot doing so
!1,1 is obierii ot t 'intro] Behaviorist literature is full

it ,*t how praise tIr posittve reinforcement
pplicti tor nia,inium cite( t tin behavior. But praise will

riot retain us meaning and value it used as a tool of manipulation.
-t hc rimu rntitylv toren of tontrol and. as Deci

t proplt s sense i it sell determination and
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motivation .

The teachers and principals interviewed always coupled
discussions of praise and support with demands for authenticity,
variously phrased in terms of openness, honesty, and trust. One
teacher, Ann Burr (Eastside Elementary School, Eugene, Oregon),
typically desired principals to be both honest and understanding
and, accordingly, able to confront problems without creating
Iireats. Such principals, she stated, can let teachers know where

they stand in an atmosphere of trust, so teachers need not fear that
anything lies hidden. They can raise problems without blaming
teachers, always leaving teachers a way to improve or solve the.
problems on their own initiative. Another teacher, Heloise Hanes
(Malabon Elementary School, Eugene, Oregon), similarly asked
that principals foster openness and a sense of security. They should
be open to teachers' problems, she said, and able to listen, offer
encouragement, and give practical help.

In essence, teachers want administrators to be supportive and
authentic and, as Burr stated, build up teachers rather than tear
them down. The guiding aim of principals, Schwartzrock noted,
should be that of serving teachers through praising and
encouraging their efforts and helping them solve their problems.
What is needed i.. a Theory Y conception of people informed by
genuine appreciation and concern.

Honoring

A more formal means ot praising is honoring. Scrgiovanni
(1%7) grouped the two together as recognition and found them the
second most important source of teacher satisfaction and
motivation. Although education is lacking in builtin n-eans of
honoring teachers. adi -istrators can find ways to provide for
some recognition. Elton Sorensen, principal of Kennedy Junior
High School in Eugene. Oregon. commented in an interview that
he seeks to provide recognition by crediting teachers tot their ideas
and work in school publications and in his correspondence with
the distrit t Simmons stated that he honors and motivat;!s his
tea( hers by bringing outsiders into the school to view its programs
and 1,- appointing teachers to special projects and task forces tor
the stud.. ot new programs, tor program development, and tor the
dissemination ot school programs to other schools.

Miller and Swit k otter additional practical suggestions.
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Administrators can recognize and reward teachers' efforts, they
write, by means of announcements at faculty meetings, briefings at
workshops, awards for outstanding teaching, appointments to
school committees, and paid memberships in professional
organizations. They can also enable teachers to attend conferences
and fund teachers' ideas for special projects with minigrants. Miller
and Swick also emphasize the value of community recognition for
teachers, which can be achieved through the use of the local media
and school-community meetings.

Such forms of honoring can unfortunately degenerate into
meaningless plaques and empty gestures. As Robert Mattson,
professor of education at the University of Oregon, emphasized
when interviewed, administrators must base their response on a
true recognition of the responsibilities and value of teachers' work.
Again, authenticity is a must.

Setting Goals

Some motivational strategies are not directly connected to
rewards, but instead serve to guide and enhance their pursuit.
Among them is goal setting, which, as Oldham argues, heightens
motivation by providing a direction for task accomplishment.
Oldham's claim is supported by Latham and Yukl's review of
organizational research. The two find that goal-setting programs
have proved effective in improving performance in a variety of
organizational settings and at both managerial and nonmanagerial
levels. They also conclude that specific goals are superior to
general goals and that difficult, but attainable, goals are superior
to easy goals.

The push tor the rationalization of education has brought goal
setting into prominence as a means for improving both sti.iff
management and instructional planning. But as our discussion of
accountablility shows, this push seems misguided and
fundamentally inimical to the process ot education. The findings of
l.atham and Yukl corroborate such a judgment. Goal-setting
programs appear to have limited value, they conclude, where jobs
are complex and performance difficult to measure precisely.

Most of the praczitioners interviewed were ambivalent about
the WA' of tormal goal setting as part of teacher supervision. As a
group. they agreed that the roc holds some motivational
value, but ako telt that it hcg a potent I tor abuse if taken too
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leriously. One principal, Barbara Keirnes (Edgewood Elementary
School, Eugene, Oregon), warned that goal setting can be
overused and limit the flexibility and spontaneity of teachers.
Schwartzrock questioned the use of goal setting for teacher
evaluation. The goals teachers set for their work might not truly
teflect the quality of their teaching, he stated, and an emphasis on
specific goals might encourage teachers to neglect other important
aims. Hanes added that the value of goal setting depends on the
ability of the principal to draw al useful goals from their teachers.

We need not doubt, however, the benefit of setting high
expectations for achievement. As Huge argues, such high
expectations, when reinforced, can be self-fulfilling. They act to
pull forth teachers' best efforts so that they can, in fact, achieve
them.

In a journal article Huge carries this concern with goals further
to a conception of principals as "staff development leaders," who
work systematically to encourage teachers' efforts at growth.
Principals should not only aid teachers in setting their work goals,
he argues, but also share their own goals and progress toward
them with their staff and continuously articulate the school's goals
for their staff. By acting as models for growth, principals generally
influence the working climate of their schools.

Although the value of formal goal setting for education re-
mains in question, it is helpful to review two goal-setting programs
to see how they operate. One method, Kampmeier's "Strategy for
Creative Leadership." which borrows heavily from McGregor and
Carl Rogers as well as behaviorist thought, focuses on a teacher's
personal goals. In a structured interview, a teacher works out with
his or her principal mutually satisfactory personal goals, goals in
which the teacher's and school's interests meet, and a specific plan
for their achievement. Essential to the success of the process is the
development of a quality relationship, which should be based on
authenticity, empathy, and unconditional regard for the teacher as
a person.

Kampmeier's process opens with one long interview of about
three hours. The initial interview proceeds through the following
stages: (1) establishing rapport based on conversation, without
interrogation, about the teacher's interests and concerns; (2)

defining and clarifying the teacher's specific goals; (3) determining
specific rewards and benefits attached to the goals to provide for
motivation: (4) determining specific steps to be taken to remove
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obstacles in the way and achieve the goals; and (5) establishing
deadlines for completing each of the steps. Weekly followup
interviews allow the principal and teacher to maintain
commitment to the goals and work on any problems that occur
along the way. Kampmeier acknowledges that this process
demands considerable time from the principal and suggests that
principals begin with just one teacher.

A second and simpler scheme, reported by Nielsen, centers on
teachers' instructional planning. Under Nielsen's plan, teachers are
made responsible for setting their own classroom goals and
measurable objectives, purchasing materials and supplies for their
classes, and reporting their achievement of the goals. The teachers'
goals must be confirmed by the principal, and their achievement
forms the basis for teacher evaluation. Nielsen argues that such a
plan enables teachers to be both "free and responsible,"
"autonomous as well as accountable."

When Nielsen, an elementary school principal, initiated her
plan with her own teachers, many inexperienced in goal setting,
she divided the school year into three planning periods. In the fall,
the teachers attended work sessions on goal writing; they wrote
goals (two goals with two-to-four objectives for each major subject
area) to cover six weeks of their classes. The principal and the
teachers then conterred to reach agreement on workable goals.
Later, with greater expertise, the teachers wrote two more sets of
goals to cover longer periods of instruction. The principal held
planning and tollowup conferences at the beginning and end of
each planning period.

Providing Feedback

Attention to goal setting naturally leads to a concern with its
wmplement. the assessment of goal accomplishment. Oldham
argues that intorming workers of their performance can increase
their motivation and that supervisors should devise means to
provide workers with as much feedback as possible. Deci would
have us quality this judgment by adding that negative feedback,
like criticism, decreases intrinsic motivation.

Assessment presents a special problem tor teachers, since it is
so problematic and so intimately tied to their psychic rewards. As
ortie emphas;res. the complexities and uncertainties of goals and

assessment leave teachers in t hronic, and sometimes serious, doubt
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of their effectiveness. The behavioral approaches to eaucation
seem to offer teachers a remedy, since they promise clarity and
precision in assessment. But again, as we noted about goal-setting
schemes, the promise is a false one built on assumptions more
suited to the mechanics of factory production than to the vitality
of teaching and learning.

Appraisal may best serve as a motivator and catalyst for
change, Pedersen continues, if it is diagnostic rather than
judgmental and thus preserves the professional respect between
teacher and supervisor. Huge adds that the threat inherent in
appraisal can be minimized if it is clearly separated from dismissal
procedures.

Similarly, Keirnes emphasized the principal's use of the
supervision cycle to provide diagnostic feedback. She advocated
that principals carefully observe teachers at work and record
.iccurate data on their achievement of their classroom goals.
Principals can then present, without judgment, the collected data
to the teachers to enable them to evaluate themselves. The
dominant tone of the process should be that of a collaborative
effort. Keirnes also favored greater use of collegial evaluation to
complement principal-teacher supervision.

Stimulating Teachers

Several practitioners stressed the importance of new ideas for
teacher motivation. The long-term practice of teaching threatens to
turn teachers' personal engagement in their work into the staleness
ot routine: new ideas clearly can provide recurrent stimulation and
freshness and odd spirit to teaching.

The most obvious means ot stimulating teachers with new ideas
lies in staff development, which we will discuss shortly. For the
present. we can mention some practkes and approaches more
directly tied to the principal's role. First of all, as Schwartzrock
stated, principals should seek to create an atmosphere that draws
forth rather than suppresses new ideas and practices. Schwartzrock
enc ourages new ideas by allowing his teachers to experiment
without tear ot reprisals it they tail. Sorenson said that he listens
intently to all new proposals and avoids dismissing any. It an idea
seems poor. he continued, he tries to ask the right questions so that
teachers will realize on their own the problems involved.

Principals also need to tind ways directly to stimulate thinking
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and provide new ideas. To this end, Sorenson arranges for
intensive one-to-one discussions with his staff on work-related
topics, which he researches thoroughly. beforehand. Such
interviews, he believes, encourage teachers to question and
understand better their beliefs and 4oractices. Simmons sends
teachers out of the building, to workshops, conferences, and other
schools for new ideas. He emphasized the principal's responsibility
to search out opportunities for teachers to become involved and
excited in something new. Acting on this concern, he recently
involved his school in a new reading programsponsored by a
research and development institutionthat uses all teachers for
reading instruction. He applied for his school, sent out teachers to
examine an exemplary school program, and then set his staff to
work on implementation. Some practitioners noted the value of
teacher exchanges, which bring new ideas not only to the .teachers
involved, but also to whole schools. Keirnes also emphasized the
stimulation that can come from greater peer interaction.

Minigrant programs also need mention. Such programs reward
as well as encourage new ideas by funding teacher-initiated
projects supplementing regular classroom aciivities. As Mc Grady
points out, they vary in scope and funding, but small ones can still
be effective. One program he describes uses a budget of $2,000 and
awards grants ranging in amounts from $75 to $250. Their
benefits, he suggests. can be great: they enable districts to respond
quickly to new ideas, encourage teachers' creativity, and reward
teachers with a chance to realize their classroom ambitions in
pract ice.

Improving Teachers' Professional
and Personal Effectiveness

Although traditionally staff development "rarely rises above a
superficial level,- as Lortie complains, seriously pursued inservice
programs can well serve teacher satisfaction and motivation. In
addition to stimulating teachers with new ideas, they provide a
direct, formal means ot helping teachers both teach more
effectively and manage witb kss strain the inherent fru;trations of
the profession.

Mary Frances Callan, organization-staff development specialist
for the Eugene Public Schools, stressed the value of a dual
approach to staff development. For Callan. programs should
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address both professional skills (including subject matter and
generalist teaching skills) and personal skills (including general
coping and interpersonal skills).

The value of sound professional staff development should be
self-evident: it is the most systematic way to improve teachers'
classroom performance and increase their primary work rewards
and motivation. Adams recommends inservice as a means of
alleviating teacher frustration. By giving teachers usable skills and
not merely "quick inspiration," it can enable them "to transform
the status quo" and achieve more nearly the ideal. Lortie, con-
cerned with the vitiating uncertainties of instruction, calls for
special inservice attention to goal setting and assessment.

Personal staff development warrants more concern than it has
traditionally received. The work culture of the schools, as Lortie
discusses, has failed to come to terms with the destructive tensions
of teaching or to provide means to cope with them, and teachers
are left alone to fight their frustrations and anger as best they can.
Levenkron, a school guidance counselor, advocates the use of
group and individual counseling for anxious and alienated
teachers, who normally keep their problems hidden for fear of
being considered incompetent. Adams favors including values
clarification in inservice programs as a response to the problem of
conflicting values. Values clarification provides experience in
identifying personal values, considering their determinants, and
examining their effects. Hall, distressed at adversarial relations
between admnistrators and teachers, pointed to the need for
inservice activities that can help the two work together in
collaboration.

Also deserving consideration is the potential value of
organizational development, which offers an extension of personal
staff development to the school as an organic system. Both a field
of study and an active practice, organizational development
provides a theory of how organizations work and strategies for
organizational. change. It views organizations as interdependent
systems of people rather than collections of individuals, as Richard
Schmuck and his colleagues discuss, and it accordingly recognizes
that many organizational problems arise from the nature of the
organization itself rather than the limitations of individuals. In
practice, it seeks to restructure organizations, creating new system
norms and interpersonal skills, so that they achieve a systematic,
but still flexible, means for ongoing problem-solving.
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The Eugene Public Schools, Oregon, maintain a cadre of
organizational development specialists ready to assist schools in
diagnosing and resolving organizational problems. In one simple
intervention described by Burr, the cadre came to the aid of a
school suffering from staff distrust of its principal. Providing
outside mediation, it was able to guide the staff and principal as
they met as a group to bring the underlying problems out into the
open.

Increasing Teachers' Control over Their Work

In accord with human. resources theory, most educators
emphasize the motivational value of sharing administrative power
and responsibility with staff. The practitioners interviewed
favored this sharing in its various forms and under various names,
including participative management, collaborative decision-
making, staff involvement in program development, and the
delegation of responsibility to individuals. This power sharing,
they judged, not only leads to better management and programs,
as it makes use of the full talents of the school, but also promotes
greater staff understanding and ownership of programs and
therefore greater staff commitment to those programs.

Some power-sharing programs too readily accept the
hierarchical structure of schools and the division of power between
supervisor and worker. The sharing remains a gift from above and
as such is paternalistic. Aware of this problem, one elementary
school principal interviewed by the writer tries to avoid it by
conceiving of the principal's role in terms of mutual collaboration
rather than executive power. According to Schwartzrock, the
principal serves not as a boss, but as a helper whose task is aiding
teachers attend most fruitfully to their work, the crucial work
the school. Schwartzrock accordingly advdcated sharing
responsibility with teachers as fully as possible.

As an ideal. teachers should enjoy as much control as possible
over their work, both over their classroom practice and over
school policy. This control is desirable both for its motivational
effects and for its equity. It should encourage intrinsic motivation,
according to Deci, as it increases self-determination. It should also
help achieve McGregor's ideal of integrating individual and
organizational goals.

rhe lack of power and self-determination remains a serious
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problem for workers in general. It may be, as Nord suggests, a
more potent cause of worker alienation than is uninteresting work.
Teachers enjoy more power than most workers, but powerlessness
still afflicts teachers. Nielsen studied the conditions affecting
teacher effectiveness in open space schools and found power to be
a crucial factor. Conditions limiting teacher effectiveness, she
reports, were teachers' feeling of powerlessness, lack of personal
security, and perception that principal-teacher communication was
unilateral. Conditions encouraging productive and cooperative
work were, conversely, teachers' ability to make autonomous
decisions, feeling 4 security, and perception that communication
was mutual.

Adams pointedly surns.up theproblem: "Among professionals,
dictation breeds dissatisfaction; dissatisfaction breeds and
increases the weight of every other burden of professional
practice."

Attempts to relieve the problem of powerlessness need to be
genuine. Herzberg dismisses as seductive and false common forms
of participative management that provide only the feeling of self-
determination and not the real thing. One teacher interviewed
complained angrily of the hypocritical use ot staff involvement in
which participation is eagerly welcomed and then ignored.
Administrators need to forego "window dressing," the leacher
stressed, and be honest in their sharing of power and decision-
making.

An ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Mi .agement review of
organizational research, Managerial Control: A Middle Way,
helps to clarify the issues of sharing power. Management theory
has traditionally assumed that organizational power is finite and
that the sharing of power necessarily reduces administrative
control. But much research, this review argues, challenges these
assumptions: its evidence shows that organizational power is
mutual and not fixed and that the powers held by supervisors and
workers rise and fall in unison. Far from decreasing administrative
control, the delegation of power increases the power of
administrators as it increases the power of workers.

The wise principal, the review concludes, should not fear
sharing power, for his or her influence will grow as the influence of
the staff grows An autocratic principal who jealously grasps
power actually stunts it, and the principal who sows it breeds
greater influence tor all.
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Practical attempts at sharing power often run into the problem
of teacher disinterest, despite their potential benefits. Teachers
tend to concentrate their efforts, as Lortie points out, on the core
tasks of teaching and turnaway from organizational issues. Stan
Turner, a teacher at South Eugene High School in Eugene, Oregon,
similarly stated when interviewed that burdened teachers, while
desirous of greater say, are also very jealous of their tiMe. Several
teachers and principals noted that teachers have not always
followed through in participative decision-making programs when
given the opportunity.

In response to this problem, another ERIC Clearinghouse on
Educational Management review, Participative Decision-Making,
suggests.that participative decision-making programs be voluntary
and selective. An ideal progrim wOuld offer particiPation to those
teachers who desire it and not force it on others. Program
designers should also offer participation in those areas of greatest
concern to teachers. By providing a variety of options for teacher
involvement, a decision-making program could present teachers
the chance to influence the policies that affect them without
demanding they join in other matters. A school could offer
teachers several options for involvement through a decentralized
program that assigns decision-making responsibility to different
groups tor such areas as curriculum planning, classroom
management, instructional program arrangement, general school
organization, and building construction.

Huge suggests another means of giving teachers variable
opportunities tor participation in decision-making. Administrators
should describe in advance upcoming decision-making issues, he
states in "Motivating Teachers: Listen for a Change,- and ask
teachers to indicate in writing how much they wish to be involved.4,0
Administrators can then invite interested teachers to join in the
decision-making or proceed on their own if teachers show little
interest. As well as giving advance notice, he adds, administrators
should well publicize decision-making meetings so that teachers
who change their minds can still participate.

Keirnes otters still another workable approach that integrates
selective involvement in decision-making with planning teams at
the elementary level. Under her two-stage approach to school
management, the teaching staff is divided into planning teams of
up to five or six teachers each according to grade level. Each team
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elects a team leader who sits with the principal on a school
leadership group, which decides who will make what decisions:
The leadership team normally reserves for itself administrative
matters of little staff interest and refers back to the planning teams
issues of more vital interest. The planning teams decide all
curriculum matters. At the secondary level, a similar scheme could
employ subject-area instead of grade-level planning teams. For
Keirnes, such an approach to sharing school control presents the
major means of nurturing teacher motivation.

Promoting Collaborative Relations

Although the sense of powerlessness clearly troubles teachers as
well as other workers, a recent study by Forsyth and Hoy indicates
that it may be less troublesome for educators than collegial
isolation. The two researchers examined the relationship between
isolation and the feeling of aPenation for educators at all levels
from the elementary school to the graduate school. They found to
their surprise that interaction with colleagues was more important
for educators' work satisfaction, which they defined as the
experience of intrinsic pride and meaning in work, than was
interaction with the power networks of the school.

Collegial interaction, the authors argue, is crucial for two basic
reasons. It provides emotional support and security and it
stimulates new ideas through the meeting of different viewpoints.
Greater interaction among teachers thus helps to remedy the
anxieties and frustrations of a lonely profession and promotes
more creative work. It is also valuable for its encouragement of a
sense of community and its furtherance of the unity of individual
and organization. For Mattson, the easing of isolation and
development of community is a powerful, but largely ignored,
means of satisfying and motivating teachers.

For Lortie, greater collaboration among teachers also seems
essential tor the healthy development of the teaching profession.
More effective collegial relationships, he argues at length, can help
offset the traditional individualism, conservatism, and presentism
of the teaching ethos. which threaten to handicap the profession's
response to the current pressures for educational change.

Schools can promote teacher interaction and collaboration
through a variety of forms. but two basic approaches seem the
most promising. both tor their motivational potential and for their
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impact on the profession. One is greater collegial participation in
management. The other is greater collaboration in instruction.

Work teams have received considerable support from
management literature .for their effect on worker satisfaction and
motivation. But the benefits of team teaching, education's
counterpart, are less clear. Some indications that team teaching
arrangements improve satisfaction and motivation are questioned
by the recent Management Implications of Team Teaching project
conducted by the Center for Educational Policy and Management
at the University of Oregon. This study, as Charters reports, found
no relationship between teaming arrangements and work and
career satisfaction. Bredo finds that the costs of formal
collaboration "among teachers tend to be high and the rewards few
because of the.nature and demands of teaching. Such problems as
the likelihood of disagreement among teachers,*the threat posed by
peer evaluation, and the complex demands of organizing team
efforts, he argues, work to limit teachers' task interdependence and
keep teams small and voluntaristic.

There are, of course, many means short of formal team
teaching that can provide greater collaboration in instruction.
Among them is the use of planning teams for ongoing curriculum
planning. Keirnes values such teams as highly for their collegial
interaction as for their furtherance of teacher control over school
affairs. 'male also suggests such means as trading of classes, group
staffing of individual students, and observation of the teaching of
peers.

Differentiating Extrinsic Rewards

he reward structure tor teachers is a flat one without
meaningful variation in money, status, or power. Although this
structure serves to heighten the intrinsic rewards of teaching, many
educators complain ot its motivational limitations. Some
educators have responded with schemes for motivating teachers
with extrinsic rewards. We will look at two general approaches
that incorporate the traditional incentives of merit pay and
advancement into the teaching profession.

For Bruno and Nottingham. merit pay seems the best means for
improving the pertorrilance of teachers. The two propose a
complicated incentive scheme to revfy d teachers with some
precision act ording to student performance. Under their plan,
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applied by the Norwalk-Li Mirada Unified School District,
California, collegial teams bear responsibility as groups for their
students' achievement, and they receive incentive pay for
students' achievement and receive incentive pay for achievement
beyond predetermined goals. The achievement goals accommodate
stu'dents' needs. This plan, the authors argue, will promote greater
collegial responsibility as well as motivate and reward teachers.

Another plan is used by School District No. 66 of Omaha,
Nebraska. According to Jim Tangedahl, principal of Westside
Senior High School, the district's pay schedule combines elements
of differentiated staffing and merit plans, since it adjusts pay
ranges in accord with responsibility and performance. The
district's contract establishes both minim4m salary levels and merit
pay above the guaranteed minimum:levels. This compromise plan,
Tangedahl explained, balances the teachers' desire for a standard
pay schedule and the board's commitment to performance-based
pay. The evaluation process enjoys the support of both
administrative staff and local education association members.

Although merit schemes may work satisfactorily for individual
districts, they seem ill-advised in general for various reasons. The
most common objection is that they are difficult to administer
because teacher evaluation is so problematic. Neither achievement-
based nor observation-based evaluation, Pedersen argues, can
provide certainty. A second objection is that merit plans thwart
teachers' desires for equality of rewards. Such equality not only
nurtures an egalitarian spirit, but also protects teachers'
autonomy, as it limits administrative controls.

The conclusions of Meyer and Deci further condemn merit
plans. Such plans embody a basic condescension, promote
unhealthy competition, threaten self-esteem, and weaken intrinsic
motivation. Financial incentives carry the potential to cheapen
education and subvert teachers' service ethic.

Nevertheless, proposals to stage teachers' careers and provide
for advancement warrant more attention. Meyer advocates a
promotional system as a substitute tor merit plans, and most
management theorists find advancement to be a much more potent
motivator than money. Lortie in particular pleads the value of a
career ladder for teachers The present lack of career stages, he
contends, "subtly depreciates the status of classroom teaching" and
encourages teachers to give only a limited commitment to teaching
as a career 'It is not enough to be 'merely a teacher-: one must be
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on the way to administrative rank or find fulfillment in one's
family. Older teachers are stigmatized and relationships between
younger and older teachers weakened. The solidarity of the
profession is thus stunted.

One career staging proposal that Lortie singles out for mention
is that of Benson According to Benson's four-level career
schedule, new teachers start as apprentices or aides under close
supervision Atter completing their apprenticeship, they become
regular teachers and take on the traditional responsibilities of
classroom teaching. Two further specialist levels are open to
experienced teachers. A tirst-level specialist assumes the duties of
tt-aching advanced materials, using newly developed teaching
methods. holding demonstration teaching sessions, and engaging
in applied educational research. A second-level specialist assumes
the additional responsibility for training apprentice teachers.

I ortie hopes that some such proposal could satisfy the wishes
of both administrators and teachers. But like merit plans, career
lathier schemes face a strong and traditional opposition from
teachers because they challenge teachers' equality of rewards. They
also raise another hindrance: plans to differentiate teaching roles,
as -Templeton discusses, necessarily demand a serious renovation
ot the fiool organization

Enriching Teachers' Work
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arm- 4e the work of the school to make full use of teachers' desires
for growth. Many of the practitioners interviewed by the writer
seconded these Imggestions. Enrichment sums up much of what we
have proposed.
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CONCLUSION

Although many issues of teacher motivation remain
unresolved, some things are clear. The answer to teacher
motivation lies in intrinsic motivation. And intrinsic motivation
belongs to self-determining and effective teachers. It does not come
from money and controls.

We have revealed some of the contradictions of common
.approaches to motivation that are marked by deceit and
manipulation and worked out an alternative approach that favors
a union of effort and fulfillment, of organizational and worker
needs. Human resources theory and research support this view in
both value and fact. Whereas controls and coercion, human
resources theorists argue, act only to alienate workers and stunt
their effort, work that is fulfilling and done in a supportive
environment draws out workers' natural drive for creative and
dedicated work.

The profession of teaching in many ways approaches the ideal
of work. Its natural potential for motivation, however, is inhibited
by teaching's anxieties and often fragile rewards. Educators who
have sought to improve motivation and productivity through the
further rationalization of education have borrowed the worst from
business and industry. Their approach is backward: it can only
make teaching more like the work the human resources theorists
condemn. Educators should instead seek to release teachers'
intrinsic motivation. To this end, schools should try to ease the
frustrations of teaching and encourage teachers' effectiveness and
achievement of psychic rewards.

More specifically, administrators should help teachers develop
their classroom skills, set learning goals, and assess achievement:
provide for praise. support. recognition, and stimulation; promote
collaborative relations; and further teachers control of their work.
All these strategies must draw from an acceptance of teachers as
partners in a collective pursuit. and all of them together should
serve to enri(h teachers. work
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Hall, Leland, teacher, Willamette High School, Bethel School District
No. 52, Oregon; president-elect, Oregon Education Association.
Interview, April 24. 1978.

Hanes, Heloise, teacher, Malabon Elementary School, Bethel School
District No. 52, Oregon. Interview, May 10, 1978.

Harris, Martha, curriculum specialist, Eugene School District No. 4J,
Oregon. Interview, May 3, 1978.

Jackson, Don, principal, South Eugene High School, Eugene School
District No. 41, Oregon. Interview, April 25, 1978.

Keirnes, Barbara, principal (on leave), Edgewood Elementary School,
Eugene School District No. 4J, Oregon. Interviews, April 17 and 26,
1978.

Mattson, Robert, professor, Center for Educational Policy and Manage-
ment and College of Education, University of Oregon. Interview,
May 8, 1978.

Schmuck, Richard. professor, Center for Educational Policy and Manage-
ment and College of Education. University of Oregon. Interview, April
18, 1978,

Schwartzrock. Herman. principal, Condon and Magnet Arts Elementary
Schools, Eugene School District No. 41, Oregon. Interview, April 17,
1978.

Simmons, Bert, principal. North Eugene High School, Eugene School
District No. 43, Oregon. Interview, April 19, 1978.

Sorensen, Elton, principal, Kennedy Junior High School, Eugene School
District No. 43, Oregon. Interview, April 20, 1978.

Tangedahl. Jim. principal. Westside Senior High School, Omaha School
District No. bo, Nebraska. Telephone interview, May 4, 1978.

Templeman, Brad. principal, Sheldon High School, Eugene School District
No. 41, Oregon. Interview, April 18, 1978.

Turner, Stan. teacher, South Eugene High School. Eugene School District
No. 43. Oregon. Interview. April 26, 1978.
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